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Y-This invention relates to dispensing devices for pills, 
tablets, and the like. l 
rOne often has diñiculty in extracting one or more tab 

lets from a container, and this represents a considerable 
inconvenience, particularly when one is required to take 
medication in the form of tablets at relatively fre 
quent intervals. Often, in emptying a container into the 
palm of the hand, one dispenses far more than the de 
sired number of tablets, and as a result, has diñiculty re 
turning the unused tablets to the container. Or, one 
may actually cause a numberof the tablets to drop and 
become lost or unusable. ' 

In‘view of the above, the main object of the present 
invention is to provide a device for dispensing tablets or 
pills, which device will be designed particularly for fa~ 
cilitating the extraction of the tablets individually, with 
out possibility of the remaining tablets of the dispenser 
becoming accidentally dispensed. ' 
Another object is to provide a tablet dispenser of the 

kind described which will be capable of manufacture at 
a' comparatively low cost, considering the benefits to be 
obtained from the use thereof. The invention is so de 
signed that the dispenser might be a single-use, dispos 
able container in which the medications are sold. Al 
ternatively, the device with some refinements might be 
a container to be retained permanently by the user, with 
said container being reñlled with tablets wheneverit 
becomes fully exhausted of its contents. 
‘Another object is to provide a' tablet dispenser of the 

character described which will be compactly formed, to 
permit a large number of tablets to be held therein, con 
sidering the relatively small, ñat shape of the device. 

'Still another object is to so form the devicev that one 
can readily determine the number of unused tablets re 
maining therein. ' 

~For further comprehension of the invention, and of 
the objects and advantages thereof, reference will be 
had to the following description and accompanying 
drawings, and to the appended claims in which the vari 
ous novel features of the invention are more particularly 
set forth. 

In the accompanying drawings forming a material part 
of this disclosure: 

v Fig. V1 is a perspective View of a tablet or pill dispenser 
according tothe present invention, with the lid raised, 
with tablets shown therein. 

Fig. 2 is a slightly enlarged, fragmentary perspective 
view showing the dispensing opening of the device, with 
ay tablet in the process of being removed. 

Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional view, on an enlarged 
scale, taken substantially on line 3~3 of Fig. 1. ’ 

Fig. 4 is a still further enlarged, detail sectional view 
of one of the lid hinges, substantially on line 4_4 of 
Fig.v 1. 

n Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional View on the same cut 
tingA plane vas Fig. 3, with the lid closed. 

Fig. 6 is a plan view of a modified Iform, the container 
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being shown in full and dotted lines in retracted and 
dispensing positions respectively, a portion of a housing 
for the container being broken away, tablets being shown 
in the container. 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view, a portion being broken 
away, of the form of the invention shown in Fig. 6, with 
the container partially removed from the housing to per 
mit dispensing of one of the tablets. 
Fig. 8 is a plan sectional View substantially on line 
8_8 of Fig. 7. 

Fig. 9 is a View substantially like Fig. 8 showing an 
other modiñed construction, parts being sh-own broken 
away, the tablets being omitted. 

Fig. 10 is a View like Fig. 8 showing still another modi 
iication, parts being broken away, tablets being shown 
in the container. 

Fig. 11 is a front elevational View, partly in section, 
of a container embodying still another modified form 
of the invention, with the closure member in closed posi~ 
tion, parts being broken away. 

Fig. 12 is a front elevational view of the bottom end 
of Fig. 11 showing theclosure member in open position. 

Fig. 13 is a bottom perspective view of the closure 
member. 

Fig. 14 is a view similar to Fig. 1l showing yet an 
other modiñcation of the invention. Y 

Fig. 15 is a vertical sectional view taken on the plane 
of the line 15--15 of Fig. 14. 

Fig 16 is a horizontal sectional view taken on the plane 
of the line 16-16 of Fig 14. 

Referring to the drawings in detail, in the form of the 
invention shown in Figs. 1_5, the pill or tablet dispenser 

. has been generally designated at 10, and includes a con 
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tainer provided with ilat, closely spaced bottom and top 
walls 12, 14, respectively, separated by and secured to 
side walls 16 and end wall 18. The container, which 
has been generally designated at 19, may be formed en 
tirely of a springable transparent plastic, so that one can 
at all times see the extent to which the container con 
tents, comprising a plurality of tablets T, have been 
depleted. 

In any event, it will be seen that the container has a 
generally flat shape, so that all the tablets are disposed in ’ 
a single layer, in a common plane, At one end, the con 
tainer may be squarely formed by the end wall 18 which 
extends perpendicularly to the respective sides, while at 
the other end 21, the container may be beveled, for the 
purpose of providing a path along which the tablets move, 
which path will be particularly designed to facilitate the 
tablets. being shifted into a dispensing position. 
At one corner, the top and bottom walls are formed 

with angularly shaped dispensing recesses or openings 20, 
22,` which are in registration with each other, and which 
are so associated as to permit a portion of the next tablet 
that is to be dispensed to be visible through the openings 
and to be capable of being grasped between one’s thumb 
and index linger. The openings are smaller in diameter 
than the diameter of the tablets. Walls 16, 18, at this 
corner of the container, are free of connections to the 
bottom and top walls, and are of a springable nature, 
providing spring tongues 24, 26 which are ten'sioned to 

70 

normally extend in abutting relationship as in Fig. l, to 
close the corner ̀ and prevent the tablets from moving out u 
of the container. 
However, if one desires a tablet, he need merely grasp l 

the tablet, a portion of which is exposed through the.' 
openings 20, 22, that is, that tablet which is nearest the 
spring tongues 24, 26. One then pulls outwardly on the 
tablet, causing the same to spread the tongues 24,` 26 to 
the Fig. 2 position, enlarging the opening, yso that the` 
tablet is eventually pulled out laterally of the containert 
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The spring tongues immediately return to their normal 
position, by reason of the inherent spring tension thereof. 

Designated at 28 is a longitudinally and centrally ex 
tending partition secured to and extending between the 
top aridibottom walls." Partition 2S at one end abuts the 
wall 1S, while at thel other end the partition terminates 
wellshort Lof the obliquely disposed end wall. The 'par> 
tition and beveled end wall 21 define a tortuous path 
along which the tablets move toward dispensing position. 
'Designated at 29 is a lid, which is swingably mounted 

upon hinge leaves 30. The leaves 3i? are, in actuality, 
of hook. shape in cross section, said leaves being loosely 
poistionedv through slot-like openings 31 (see Fig. 4)V of 
the lid. The lid thus swings between the open and closed 
positions shown in Figsl l and 5, respectively. Of "course, 
the dispenser could be made without the lid 29. ` 
Means is provided for retaining the lid in its normal, 

closed position.V To4 this end, there is provided an inte 
gral latching tongue 34, having a transverse corrugation 
engageable in a latching recess 36 formed in the front 
side wall 16 of the container; The tongue is of Vspring 
able formation, so as to permit the same to readilyspring 
into and out of the latch'recess. ` 

In Figs. 6-8, there is shown a modified construction 
generally designated 3S, including a container 40 and a 
housing 42, the housing serving the function of a lid in 
thatit closes the dispensing opening 44 provided in` one 
corner of the container. 
The container 40. is of rectangular configuration, and 

has flat top and bottom walls lclosely spaced Vapart as 
shown in Fig. 7, said top and bottom walls having angu 
lar recesses, providing a dispensing'opening 44, just as in 
the firstÈform of the‘invention. The diameter offthe 
dispensing opening is smaller than the diameter of the 
tablets. The side iwalls of the container 40 aresecurëd 
to the top and bottom walls, and one side wall and one 
end wall.terrninate in spring tongues 46, 48 normally 
abutting as in Fig. 7. The spring tongues are >adapted to 
be resiliently spread, in a manner as in Fig. 2, Whenever 
the container is partially extended from its associated, 
open-ended housing 42 to an extent sufficient to expose 
the dispensing openingl The partitioning of containerf40 
could be that of Fig. 1. However, by way of varying the 
arrangement, one can have a container provided with two 
longitudinal partitions 50, 52, one extending from one 
end ,walland .thefother extendingfrom the other end 
wall, to provide a serpentine or tortuous path, fórthe 
tablets.  ` ` 

Referring to Fig. 9, there is here shown a modified con 
struction generally designated 54, which is identical in all 
respects to the ,form s_hownY in Fig. 6, ~with the exception 
that .the dispensing container 56 has dispensing openings 
atboth ends, in diagónally'opposite corners. Thus, lat 
one end there is a dispensing opening 52Sv normally closed 
b'yv spring tongues 62, v64, while in the other end there 
is a dispensingopening 60, normally closed by spring 
tongues §66, 68. The container'can 4b_e extended out of 
either end ofthe open-ended' housing, to permit tablets 
to bewithdraw'n from both ends, thereby eliminating Vto 
a considerable extent 'the necessity of shiftingthe tablets 
to dispensing position. ' ` ' ` 

In Fig. l0 there is shown another modification wherein 
the device is generally designated 70 and includes an 
open-_ended housing 72 similar to that of Figs. 8 and.9 
Designated at 74 is a dispensing container 'containing a 
large number of tablets. This is a large size of the dis 
penser, but in principle the construction is unchanged 
from that of 9. Thus, there are a plurality of Vparti 
tions76 extending fromrthe opposite walls of the device, 
fo., ing a tortuoiis path, with oppositeends ̀ of said path 
term' atiuga dispensing openings 7.81130 located inldiag 

‘ " ` ncornersàndfno'rmally closed by.` spring 

, .Saland Spring’ föîis'ue'S 136,. ääâj?èspeàti ly! 
` Í'nss'îßl S0, arefsiualler, 'than the 
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4. 
Referring now to Figs. 11-13, the dispenser 90 shown 

herein is ̀ in the form of a rectangularfshaped> transparent. 
springable plastic shallow box-like container 91. The 
interior of the container is divided by a partition wall 92 
to form a circuitous path for movement of the tablets T. 
At one corner the top and bottom walls are cut away pro 
viding a dispensing opening 95. The side and end walls 
96 at said corner meet but are no‘t‘fastened together there 
by forming fiexible tongues 97 and 98. The dimensions 
of the tablets are larger than the'dir'nensions of the open 
ing 9S so that normally ,the tablets will. not fall through 
the opening.' ' i ’i " " "" " m 

In accordance with the invention, a hinged closure 
member 100 is providedfor yieldably. closing the open 
ing 95. This closùre'inember comprises a strip 101 of 
flexible plastic or other suitable material and secured to 
one end of the strip is a cap 102 formed of thin resilient 
sheet metal. Cap 102 has a box-like body with three 
sides 103 and a top, 104, conforming'to theshape of‘ïthe 
opened corner of the container, the _sides beingreadilL 
spreadable. The strip 101 is readily fastenedy to theend 
of the container adjacent the opening 9,5 by adhesive or' 
in any other suitable manner so as to serve as a hinge,I 
support for the cap 102. When the strip is sowsecurf‘zd,> 
the vcap 102 can readily be slipped Overthecorner of they 
container closing theopening 9S. When it is desired'to.; 
extract a tablet, the cap 102 iS slipped off ofthe containerv 
as shown in Fig. 12 and the tablet positioned in the, open-_ 
ing grasped by the fingers and pulled .against lthe tongues _ 
97 and 98 whereby said tongues are spread‘apart per, 
mitting the tablet to be removed from the container. 
The modification of the invention shown 1nV Figs. 147,16 

diiïers from the form shown in Figs. lil-13 in_'thatthev 
container 105 is formedvwith an inletopening 106;,inthey 
same end ofthe container with theV dispensing, opening 
107. The inlet opening is at the other corner ofwsaiçl` 
end and is sufficiently large to permit thecontainer to 
be filled with Atablets through said opening.l TheV inlet 
opening 106 is normally closed by a hinged _closure mem- _ 
ber> 108 comprising a strip 109 of plastic or other suitable 
material fastened at one end to the top'wall4 1_10_ ofthe 
container, the other end 111 of the strlp spanning, 
closing the opening 106 and extending Lover .the adiacent. 
corner of the container and being secured to .thev adgaceut . 
end thereof. 

In all other respects the form of linvention shownin, 
Figs. 14-16 >is similar to the form' offlìig‘s: lll-_lfb'fand 
similar reference numerals are used to indicate similar 
parts.. 

In every form, the dispensing action isgtheV samgas 
will be readily apparent, and it will »be seen th fin `no 
circumstances can more thanY one tabletlbe acoA entaily y. 
dispensed at a particular time. This ellrninates theY 1n-k 
convenience and waste resulting from theœloss of .tablets 
from` ordinary containers in which said tablets 91j?, me?, 
chandised ordinarily. 
Of course, the sliding housings and _containers could be., 

formed> with complementary4 rounded V_protuberançes _and _ 
recesses for yieldingly holding the housings in closedposi 
tions. ' 

While I have illustrated and describedthe preferred4 
embodiments of my invention, it is to bevunderstoodl that 
I do not limit myself to the precise constructions hereinv 
disclosed and that various changes and modifications may . 
be made within the scope` of the invention as ̀ defined in 
the appended claims. 
Having thus described my. invention, what I Claim as. 

new, and desire to secure by United States LettersPatent 
is: 

1. Arabîêtdispenser comprising a ‘container adapted 
for holding a quantity of ,tablets lto be clispenssed?said.:~ 
container having a rectangular~shaped body with a dis,-v 
pensing openingfat 'one >corner at one end thereofithe 
body including walls ineetin‘g‘at said‘corner to normally 
restrictl the opening,` themeeting' 'portions ofY said"walls` 
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constituting as spring tongues spreadable against the 
spring tension thereof to permit passage of a tablet out 
of the container, said tongues meeting at right angles, 
said body having an inlet opening at the other corner 
of said one end for filling the container with tablets, and 
a hinged strip of plastic secured to the top wall of the 
body for closing said inlet opening. 

2. A -tablet dispenser comprising a container adapted 
for holding a quantity of tablets to be dispensed, said 
container having a rectangular-shaped body with a dis 
pensing opening at one end corner thereof, the body ín 
cluding walls meeting at said corner normally to restrict 
the opening, the meeting portions of said walls constitut 
ing spring tongues spreadable against the spring tension 
thereof to permit passage of a tablet out of the body, 
said tongues meeting at right angles, a partition extending 
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along the longitudinal center of the body from one end 
to a point short of the other end forming a tortuous path 
Within the body along which the tablets move, and a 
hinged closure member carried by the end wall adjacent 
the opening for closing said opening, including a llexible 
strip of plastic secured at one end to said end of the 
body and a thin sheet metal box-like structure secured 
to the other end of the strip, said structure having op 
posed ñexible side walls and a top wall closing said 
opening. 
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